Instagram hashtags as image metadata for Automatic Image Annotation
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Around 3.2 billion digital images are shared on the Internet and social media every day[1]. Locating those images is a challenging task. It is essential to develop effective and efficient methods that allow users to retrieve images according to their needs. Different image retrieval methods have been proposed for image retrieval. Automatic Image Annotation (AIA) is the latest development in image retrieval that has drawn huge researchers’ attention. AIA methods use pair image-tag paradigms to learn the visual representation of semantic concept models to tag new images automatically.

Creating image-tag pairs is not easy because it is essential to create excellent and representative models. Manual annotation is challenging and time-consuming since many images are necessary to create effective concept models. In addition, human judgment has the drawback of errors and subjectivity. So, it is crucial to locate a methodology that automatically creates pairs of images and tags. In modern social media, such as Instagram, we can locate images and associated hashtags that we can exploit to create image-tag pairs. With the help of Instagram, we can create image-tags pairs for AIA. Instagram is a photo-oriented social media platform where users upload images and describe them with hashtags; thus, we can use Instagram as a source for image-tags models in the AIA framework.
We could use other social media platforms for AIA purposes, such as Facebook, YouTube, Pinterest, Twitter, Snapchat, or Flickr, but these platforms are not ideal for our study. Hashtags on Facebook are not very popular; YouTube focuses on video, and users are not familiar with hashtags. On Twitter, the portion of tweets containing text only is far more extensive than those consisting of images, videos, or gifs. Pinterest is a catalog of ideas, and hashtag functionality is a relatively new feature, so it is not ideal for AIA purposes. The role of hashtags is not the same in Snapchat, and Flickr is not very popular anymore. So, we can easily conclude that Instagram is ideal for AIA purposes.

The first step is to examine if Instagram hashtags and images are appropriate for AIA. It is essential to investigate if Instagram hashtags are suitable as image tags and calculate a rough estimation of the percentage of Instagram hashtags that describe the visual content of accompanying images. To achieve the goal mentioned above, we conducted two-stage research. In the first stage, we collected 30 images, and in the second stage, we increased the images to 1000. For each image, we collected 1 to 4 hashtags that better describe the visual content of each image. Then, we created an online questionnaire, gave the users relevant and irrelevant hashtags, and asked them to annotate those hashtags that better describe the image’s content. From the results, we concluded that approximately 20% of Instagram hashtags are related to Instagram images’ visual content [2,3].

Since only 20% of Instagram hashtags are related to the visual content of images, it is crucial to locate methodologies to filter irrelevant hashtags and keep only those that describe the visual content of the image. We focused on locating stophashtags, meaningless hashtags that appear in irrelevant image categories. We collected images and hashtags from 30 different subjects (e.g. #dog, #cat), and we identified Like4Like, instagood, love, l4l, follow4follow, picoftheday, instalike, instagramers, vsccam, instamood, like4like, likes4likes, L4L, beautiful, f4f, follow, installikes, Instagram, followme, vsco, like, likeforlike, likesforlikes, l4like, followforfollow, likes[4]. Another approach we examined for hashtag filtering is the use of HITS algorithm. HITS is a ranking algorithm that we could use to filter Instagram hashtags and locate the most relevant. So, we apply HITS algorithm to identify image tags in a crowdsourcing environment. A two-stage search was conducted. In the preliminary research, a subset of 100 Instagram images from the set of 1000 images we used in our previous experiment was used in the current study. For each of the 100 images, we have manually selected 1-4 hashtags that better describe its visual content according to our interpretation. These hashtags consist of the ground truth, which we used to evaluate the proposed method. The primary research implied the algorithm in a real crowdtagging environment facilitated by the Figure-eight. A set of 50 Instagram images and their hashtags were automatically crawled with the aid of Python.
The collected Instagram images were uploaded to Figure-eight for crowdtagging in the form of tag selection. Five hundred annotators annotated every image for experimentation purposes. We implied the HITS algorithm to locate the most relevant hashtags in both stages. From the results, we can conclude that with the help of the HITS algorithm, we can locate hashtags related to the visual content of images[5,6].

The graph-based method is based on the crowd and, as a result, cannot be automated. Topic modeling is based on word probabilities. Words with higher probabilities in a corpus can give a good idea of what topics are discussed in that corpus. Assuming that a corpus can be derived by compiling all hashtags appended to Instagram images retrieved via a single hashtag query, we can use topic modeling to find relevant hashtags to the queried hashtag. This approach can be automated because we can collect hashtags from relevant images, imply topic modeling, and locate relevant hashtags. We constructed a dataset composed of 1000 Instagram images and their hashtags by querying 20 different subjects/hashtags (i.e., #airplane, #ring, etc.). The Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) method was applied to the hashtags of each subject in an effort to create topic models for each one of the subjects. Topic coherence was used to evaluate topic models, and we concluded that topic model could produce relevant hashtags [7]. Moreover, we examined the accuracy of topic models with human interpretation. For each one of the topic model a word cloud was created. The token corresponding to the associated subject (query hashtag) was excluded in order to examine whether human would guess it correctly. The results showed that Instagram images of similar visual content share hashtags that are related to the subject. So the hashtags derived from topic model can describe an image[8]. Furthermore, we explored if we could achieve Automatic Image Annotation with the help of Instagram images and hashtags. So, we explore if we can bridge the semantic gap between image low-level features such as color histogram and high-level semantic content as hashtags. We concluded that color histogram and hashtag sets are complementary for image retrieval, especially for relevant posts, we have a strong indication to continue research to lower the semantic gap. Finally, we explored whether Instagram photos collected through a query hashtag (subject) can be used for adapting concept models with the aid of transfer learning. The main conclusion is that we can use pretrained models to classify with high recall images from Instagram.
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